1 Product, 5 Positions, 21+ Uses

Created for the test of time and beauty...
The Bed Desk is enjoyed by all as fine
“fun” functional furniture. Refined lines
and design are all aligned with smooth
edges, old world craftsmanship and the
best of modern materials to make for an
award winning patented invention. The
benefits a person or family will receive
from owning our products will be priceless
for generations to come. One only has to
begin with Dave’s website Demo to enjoy!
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Practical
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Functional
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Affordable
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The Bed Desk folds out

according to their size. The angle is adjusted by the T-knob

sheet music, magazines, a keyboard,

located on the right side. A half-turn loosens and tightens

cards, letters, bills, canvas, crafts,

allowing adjustment. The silver rear wood insert is highly

mirrors, brochures , make-up, mail,

suggested for items up to 17 lbs. The

into 5 Main positions and has

Legs are 21” wide and “Great for Re-

over 21+ uses. In Position #5

writing and the work surface can be

stand, Music Stand, Artist’s
it’s great with a fully open
newspaper (see video).

expanded with the help of a simple art
board found at Art/Home stores (see video). This position is
also ideal for watercolor painting, drawing, sketching etc.
and being used as a portable lectern for public speaking.

The little front Ledge helps hold the pages down and

When the lid is open The Pen Hole can be

reading material open. The Lid

found behind the rear wood in-

helps support objects and is

sert. When the Lid is closed the

adjustable like the Ledge from 0-

Lid Support can hide a pen, pencil, paint

90 degrees.

brush, eye liner, etc.

The Brass Clip helps
hold the binder of the

In Position #1 it

cliners!” This position is also ideal for

you can use it as a BookEasel, Cookbook Holder, and

etc.

all folds up into a little briefcase that’s
about 2” thin and weighs a little more than 6 lbs. Set-up
and take-down takes a couple seconds and you’re on
your way.

You can eat,

read, write, type, paint,
draw, craft on couch, table,
sofa,

loveseat,

recliner,

plane, or train. Great for small places, road trips, students,

teachers, professionals, salespeople, crafters,

painters, public-speakers, campers, seniors, RVers, dis-

In Position #3 the Lid can go flat while the Ledge stays

playing books/collectables, special occasions, and the

up and a snack, meal, or work surface

list goes on. Makes a great gift because it’s like hun-

book firmly to the Lid kind of like a big

can be enjoyed. The Ledge hangs over

dreds of products all-in-one!

paper-clip. The clip also fits over both legs

by an 1/8” to help ladies with long

to lock them in place when traveling and

nails and people

transporting The Bed Desk.

with

In Position #4 laptop computers should rest on the
Lid.

By lining up the Lid, Ledge, Laptop, and wrists

ergonomics can be achieved by adjusting all the parts to
parallel angles. These angles will differ for every person

special

Each desk is hand crafted with imported Baltic Birch

In an upright position the

(7 and 13 Ply) because it’s beautiful, sturdy, and time-

Ledge can help plates, bowls, small

less. It will last 2 Lifetimes or more! The leather handle

needs.

items, craft supplies, etc. stay in place without falling over.
In Position #2 the legs fold underneath so it will sit flat &
flush on any surface and can be used on a desk, table,
nightstand, or person’s lap to hold books, clip-on lights,

is 8-10 oz. leather and embossed with the Layd-Back
company name and logo. The Brass Clip is solid brass
that’s cut, polished, bent, and shaped all by hand. The
Bed Desk comes with a Lifetime Guarantee and is sure
to be an heirloom the whole family will appreciate.
Please tell a friend and “May you always be Layd-Back!“

